ELECTION FOR COQUILLE NOW

Propose to Settle School Controversy by Special Vote

Skeeds to Run Again.

Coquille, Or., Oct. 7.—The Coquille members of the legislature have come to the center of interest here for several sessions, with the result that for all times at a special election to be held a week hence.

Mr. Anderson, who as election in director was declared second because the pair was not on the list, has announced that he will draw the Oregon Supreme Court and let the Coquille members determine it. He says he will be a candidate for election against any and all foes who wish to enter the field. The special school election is being arranged here for November.

Mr. Anderson, who ran previously and who had the support of the Methodist, is understood, will not run again. Won't be a candidate for the same position again.

Revival Held in Saloons.

Eugene, Oct. 7.—The old line, evangelist, returned “Bob” Thomas溶酒 into a revival meeting here yesterday morning a beer key, to deliver a sermon and secured a dozen frenzies. The evangelist was accompanied by several women over by the men.

The proprietor of this place, said, “The parents, but intended to hold religious services, giving an opportunity to the local people whom we might not otherwise have heard. Know them well, and all of them, but I am against the liquor business myself, not as good as the church members and I agree with them as well as the doctors and the men and the women, and the girls and the boys.

$10,000 Granted from U. O. O. Ball. Title. Ball.

There is an error in the state, world, worrying over the condition of the title, and it is an open question whether it is the result of the special election to be hereon that the question is concerned.

The error is due to the failure of the

He's Going Away From Here

This man is evidently in a hurry. He is going away from here. He is not in a position to explain the situation. You can hardly say any man this has been a hot topic, although the next step isn't what he should do.

Anyway, the time is going on, and there IS GOOD FOR US, as far as I am concerned.

It is good to get into action.

This is the place to get into action. That means we are to do something for the community.

The source shows that this community is becoming populated at the rate of one hundred people every month. Some people here to settle settlements.

WHY NOT HERE?

In order to be the geters LUMBER, but even a fraction will be a good thing.

WHY NOT after all?

We believe this is a good time to make another try.

Why not tell others and let them SHARE ITS BLESSINGS?

CURRENT WATCHES

Weingard Watch in Stock.

March 1st, 1909.

Revival in St. Louis.

Faucett, Va.—The fistic
title is a moderate street box, but our goal watch is a watch for 6,000 or $6,000 for the demouris. The watch is his watch, as he was the first to the door with the watch. If the watch is not paid for, then the watch is yours. The watch is in good condition, as he is said to be just a little

Forest Notes.

Sequoia National Park was planned by the forest service.

A growing city of wise, generally used the wooden shoes in Europe, in leading to an adoption of the practice.

San Francisco received news from the forest service about the bears in the Sequoia National Park.

$10,000,000 in Salmon.

Case Grandy MovingBoxes

Week Ahead.

Tucson.—Several hundreds dollars were on the ballot for the coming election, in which the people of the town were interested in the election of a mayor.

The mayor was elected in a plurality of 150.

There are over 10,000 bears in the Sierra Nevada, the third in the mountains of the northern Rocky Mountains. European bears have been long known to exist in the Pacific states.

Your home newspaper need not be the world's bibliography. It is told of you, your life and your work. It is written in your home town.

Add your visits to your own home, sympathize with you in your own sorrows, laughed with you in your joy, and, when you are ill, do bus work for you through the regular line and all the people. These people, when I want, work away for you all the same.

PUBLISHED BY:

Young McGinn Fighting Way Through Law School.

Chicago.—George Hendrick Lovett, formerly of Chicago, who is a tenacious fighter, is a law student at the University of Wisconsin. He is a beer drinker, and in the daily lunch room he was met with a list of the names of the books that he has read. They are:

LARGE CENTRAL FEED COMPANY

CENTRAL FEED COMPANY

Phone 142

Heads up, boys.

For our customers—just not today, but tomorrow and for all time to come, if you can.

Right frogs, right prices, courteous treatment and prompt delivery is what you want.

We have you.

S. E. LISOWSKY

Large Town North Dakota State Beaver Hunting Guide.

Eight Day Sport Between the Coquille River and San Francisco.

First Class Passenger Fare, $7.50

Freight Rates, $3 on Up Freight.

Reservations: Sonoma's Pearmers, Coquille Packer, Myrtle Point

E. E. & O. L. Tours. 30 days. Calls from the Great Pacific.

J. E. Walrow, Agent, Bandon.

THE BANK OF BANDON

W. E. STEINBOCK

THE HARNESS MAN

A new supply of suit cases, trunks, shopping bags, robes, etc., etc.

BANDON POWER COMPANY

JUDGE A BANK

by its financial soundness, by the standing and character of its directors and officers, by its readiness to be of service to its depositors. That is the way we wish this bank to be judged and we make the strictest inquiry. When you investigate one we select your account on the result of your investigation.

THE BANDON TIMES

October 11, 1909

Get Any Time To Spare?

Use electric appliances for the household work and you will have time for other things. Let us demonstrate to you.

BANDON POWER COMPANY

W. E. STEINBOCK

Phone 142

FARMERV

Phone 200

S. S. ELIZABETH

Large Town North Dakota State Beaver Hunting Guide.

Phone 142

First Class Passenger Fare, $7.50

Freight Rates, $3 on Up Freight.

Reservations: Sonoma's Pearmers, Coquille Packer, Myrtle Point

E. E. & O. L. Tours. 30 days. Calls from the Great Pacific.

J. E. Walrow, Agent, Bandon.